IS-240
CREATED FOR
GROWING BUSINESSES
Powerful technology, unique design
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in a compact package. No more queuing at the Post Office. No more guessing the correct postage. No more running
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in a compact package. No more queuing at the Post Office. No more guessing the correct postage. No more running
out of stamps.
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The IS-240 comes loaded with all the Royal Mail UK inland postal
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eAsy to use

Shortcut keys give quick and easy access to frequently used
settings.to
Theuse
IS-240 also comes with easy-to-install, high speed
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LAN
connection
for quick
andused
rate
Shortcut
keys give
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The IS-240 also comes with easy-to-install, high speed
LAN connection for quick and easy software downloads and rate
change updates.

MAnAge your MAil on-line

myneopost is an online service which allows you to analyse your
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With the IS-240, you’ll enjoy a more professional
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freeMArk
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Youorcan
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customise your mail message to include your
company name, special greetings or marketing
slogans.

PostAge sAvings

As an IS-240 user, you will automatically receive a discount
on
every item
of mail you send: save at least 5p on every 1st
PostAge
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compared
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Class letter, 7p on every 2nd Class letter and up to 94p on a 2kg
parcel.

give yourself A little credit

With a neoFunds account you can download postage when you
need
and pay in arrears.
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estimating the amount
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of
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cHoose neoPost, tHe uk’s nuMBer 1
In 2009 more businesses chose Neopost mailroom
cHoose
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than any other
brand:
In 2009 more businesses chose Neopost mailroom
Future proof
equipment
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any other brand:
All of Neopost’s UK customer support comes from
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based
calltechnology
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A choice
ofapproved
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Royal Mail approved supplier

SPeCIFICATIONS
systeM
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SPeCIFICATIONS
L: 316 mm - H: 194 mm - W: 225 mm
systeM
WeigHt: 2.9diMensions
kg
L: 316 mm - H: 194 mm - W: 225 mm
PerforMAnce
WeigHt: 2.9 kg
Weigh platform
PerforMAnce
Max envelope thickness
Job
imprint
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Weigh
platform
Connectivity
Max envelope thickness
Job imprint memories
MAil
QuAlity & security
Connectivity
Advertising slogans
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PIN number
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Advertising slogans
PIN number
security
Budget
oPtiMisAtion
Usage reporting and control

2 kg in 1g increments
8 mm
up
2 kgtoin5 1g increments
LAN
8 mmor analogue modem
up to 5
LAN or analogue modem
up to 10
1 PIN
up to 10
1 PIN
Yes

Usage reporting and control

Yes

Budget oPtiMisAtion

BeCAUSe SUSTAINABILITY MATTeRS...
True
performance
isn’t only about fast
machines and efficient business
BeCAUSe
SUSTAINABILITY
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processes. It’s also about being just as innovative when it comes to
sustainability.
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and more.
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best and
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of all is,
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going
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shipping,
charity
We’ve
also
beentoearning
most esteemed
standards and certifications in the world, including the prestigious Energy
Star label. And the best part of all is, we’re going to keep on advancing!

Model shown is an IS-240 with integrated 2 kg weigh platform
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Being ISO 9001, 14001 and OHSAS
18001 certified, Neopost will
serve you in accordance with the
Being ISO 9001, 14001 and OHSAS
highest process, quality and
18001 certified, Neopost will
environmental standards.
serve you in accordance with the
highest process, quality and
environmental standards.
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The
Neopost IS-240 is the
perfect franking machine for up and coming businesses, offering sophisticated features

